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SUPER-SELF-CATERING 
 

Mesnerhof-C is no standard good and does not offer pre-staging. In contrast to over-

organized tourism happiness machinery we give our guests space for self-defined 

workflows and individual design. In our place you can – taking into consideration a few 

rules – finally do your own thing, decorate at your whim, run riot with your culinary art 

and set-up exactly the atmosphere that reflects your perception of successful 

Being.Together. Organising your stay – whether if holidays, events or workshops – is in 

your own hands.  

 

Of course we are amenable to your wishes and provide with this “Super-list for Self-

Caterers” some useful assistance. In this list you can find – based on our kitchen 

equipment – those regional service providers who offer suitable services, referring to the 

self-catering level you desire. From the down-to-earth butcher to the private cook, from 

the local hiking guides to the edgy full-service-agency with agile team-events.  

 

IMPORTANT!!! Except the beverage supplier services have to be booked and billed on 

your own. We do not assume responsibility for any kind of such contractual 

relationships. 

 

Certainly, we are glad to receive any feedback on our equipment and the external service 

providers as we’re aiming at provide you with super-services. Likewise we are happy 

about tips what’s missing in our list.  

 

 

 

 

Thank you very much! 

***Super***   
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EQUIPMENT IN THE CAMP  
Kitchen 

equipment 

 2 x built-in refrigerators with small freezing compartments  

 Large stand-alone refrigerator (especially for beverages)  

 2 x Miele dishwashers incl. dishwasher tabs 

 2 x Bosch ovens with steam function  

 2 x Bosch induction fields with flexible zones  

Cookware & 

accessories  

 High-quality gastronomy cooking pots in different sizes  

 Pans, roasting tins, casseroles  

 2 knife blocks, bread knifes, chopping boards  

 Cutting machine  

 Large and small kitchen sieves  

 Kitchen scales & measuring jugs  

 Mixer & hand blender, 2 x hand mixers  

 Ladle, dippers, egg whisk, wooden spoon, rolling pin 

 Lemon squeezer & garlic press 

 Tin-opener 

 Dish towels, dish cloths, dish liquid  

 Aluminium foil & plastic wrap  

 Basic spicery, vinegar & oil as back-up 

Cutlery & 

tableware (for 

approx. 40 

persons) 

 Laguiole-sets of cutlery  

knifes, suitable as steak knifes as well, forks, small & large spoons  

 High-quality Riess Email tableware  

plates large and small, soup plates, muesli bowls, large and small cups  

 Drinking glasses (varying number)  

for water, wine, beer, weiss beer (limited), sparkling wine, schnapps  

 Cork screw 

 Platters  

 Large and small salad bowls  

 Bread baskets  

 Large pepper mill  

Coffee, tea & co  2 x 1,5l water boilers 

 4 x 1l French-Press coffee makers (ground coffee) 

 2 x Italo Espresso pots (ground coffee) 

 10l gastronomy-coffee machine (ground coffee) 

 Smeg milk frother 

 Tea pots with sieve, tee eggs  

 Water carafes  

 Sugar sprinklers  

 Egg cups  

 2 x toasters 

 20 x small thermos jugs (e.g. for hiking) 
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Barbecue station  Il Quadro is the name of our ***SUPER*** barbecue and it lives up to 

its name with its 1 m² roasting plate – also very suitable for vegetables. 

Produced by a social enterprise in Switzerland this rustic collective 

barbecue is solely fired with timber and offers – besides the plate – 2 

stewing bells and a vertically adjustable barbecue grill rack. Here is the 

link how to use it (in German) 

Our CAMP-Barbecue station is separately bookable in line with our 

additional services.  

 

  

https://www.brühlgut.ch/de/eigenprodukte/grill/
https://www.brühlgut.ch/de/eigenprodukte/grill/
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EQUIPMENT IN THE CABIN  
Kitchen 

equipment 

 Wamsler wood-burning stove (newly grogged) incl. 90x30 cm baking 

oven, baking trays and pans of cast-iron  

 2 x electrical glass-ceramic cooktop panel  

 Small built-in refrigerator with freezing compartment 

 Stand-alone refrigerator  

 Freezer  

 Dishwasher incl. dishwasher tabs 

 2 x hand mixers  

Cookware & 

accessories 

 Cooking pots in different sizes  

 Pans, roasting tins, casseroles  

 2 knife blocks, bread knifes, chopping boards  

 Large and small kitchen sieves  

 Hand mixers 

 Ladle, dippers, egg whisk, wooden spoon, rolling pin 

 Lemon squeezer & garlic press, pepper mill  

 Tin-opener, cork screw, meat tenderiser 

 Dish towels, dish cloths, dish liquid  

 Aluminium foil & plastic wrap  

 Basic spicery, vinegar & oil as back-up  

Cutlery & 

tableware (for 

approx. 15 

persons) 

 Laguiole-sets of cutlery  

knifes, suitable as steak knifes as well, forks, small & large spoons  

 Pottery tableware  

plates large and small, soup plates, muesli bowls, cups  

 Drinking glasses (varying number)  

for water, wine, beer, sparkling wine, schnapps  

 Salad bowls 

 Bread baskets  

 Large pepper mill  

Coffee, tea & co  1,5l water boiler  

 2 Moccamaster coffee machines with filter  

 1l French-Press coffee maker (ground coffee) 

 Italian Espresso pot (ground coffee) 

 Zassenhaus manual coffee mill (coffee beans) 

 Tea sieve, back-up stock of tea 

 Water carafes  

 Sugar sprinklers  

 Toaster  

Barbecue station  At our CABIN terrace a Canadian Half-Barrel BBQ is available. Please 

bring your own charcoal and clean the barbecue grill rack after using it 

(brush is available).  
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SHOPPING 
Supermarket M-Preis is the name of the Tyrolean supermarket chain with a large, partly 

regional product range. Worth mentioning is the multiple awarded 

architectural shop concept. Next M-Preis is in the neighbouring village 

Achenkirch, approx. 15 min. with the car from Mesnerhof-C, +43 5 0321 

928044, www.m-preis.at  

Regional food Bakery Adler in Achenkirch 372 offers excellent bread and delicious 

pastries. Our favourite bread: “Kraftlackl” and “Achentaler Laib”, 

www.adler-brot.at  

Butchery Maier in Achenkirch 407 prepares delicious sausages and meat 

specialities. ***SUPER*** on order delicate pre-marinated barbecue 

grillables, +43 5246 6257 

Healthy eggs are offered by family Thumer from Enterhof (note: the farm is 

a bit aside, approx. 10 min. with the car), Steinberg 160, 

https://www.achensee.com/unterkunft/bauernhaus-enterhof/, +43 5248 

259 

Horn-milk cheese from animal welfare handmade with love ***SUPER*** 

Sandra Stroobants also delivers if you reserve in advance, 

https://www.hornmilch.at, +43 664 2850691 

Honey from Georg Margreiter, Steinberg 65 +43 5248 26635 or Franz 

Rupprechter, Steinberg 123, +43 5248 248 

Organic milk from the Unterkühler farmer, Leonhard Hintner, Steinberg 9, 

+43 676 6944362 6215 

***SUPER*** Desserts directly from the pastry cook in Dorfhaus Steinberg 

2, http://dorfhaus-steinberg.at, +43 5248 26616 

Ducal fish farming, +49 8029 997460, www.fischerei-kreuth.de  

Everv now and then regional producers gather at the Stoaberger 

Bauernmarkt (farmers market) at the Dorfhaus. Dates: 

https://www.facebook.com/Dorfhaus.Steinberg/  

Sports outfitters 

& rental  

Sport Busslehner, Achenkirch 185, sports equipment and fashion, rental of 

equipment, skiing schools etc. +43 5246 6316 www.busslehner-sports.com  

http://www.m-preis.at/
http://www.adler-brot.at/
https://www.achensee.com/unterkunft/bauernhaus-enterhof/
https://www.hornmilch.at/
http://dorfhaus-steinberg.at/
http://www.fischerei-kreuth.de/
https://www.facebook.com/Dorfhaus.Steinberg/
http://www.busslehner-sports.com/
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DELIVERY  
Beverages  In stock we offer a base stock of varying beverages for you to enjoy – the 

current beverage list you receive on request.  

***SUPER*** Special and large-scale orders Riedhart is delivering directly 

to Mesnerhof-C (delivery dates: Monday and Thursday). If you are 

interested you can receive our access to the B2B webshop incl. prices. Then 

just fill your basket – everything further is on us.  

For handling (ordering, pre-financing, storage, empties, returns, final 

settlement) we charge additional 10% of the ordering amount (min. € 50).  

Remainders of stock can be returned to Riedhart if necessary (attention: 

opened boxes and packages will be valued as returned empties). Therefor we 

recommend you to estimate as good as possible your demand or taking 

remainders with you at home.  

In advance you can browse the product range at www.riedhart.at. Attention – 

this service is only available for beverages. ***SUPER*** degreed sommelier 

Manuel Zischg provides professional advice on wine, +43 5332 72106-330  

Catering  ***SUPER-NEW*** Michi‘s Dorfhaus-Team provides us with Tyrolean 

delicacies and breakfast service if needed as of now. However we 

recommend you take a walk for 100 metres and visit the high-quality 

ambience of the Dorfhaus, awarded with the Tyrolean Award of Timber 

Construction – and you save yourself from doing the washing up  Michi 

Huber, +43 676 4771314, http://dorfhaus-steinberg.at, 

huber.michi@hotmail.com  

Delicate & regional: food from Tyrolean farmers, bio-dynamic wines from 

the Chianti and Morellino region as well as delicacies like home made 

pasta, pickled artichokes, olives and much more good stuff is delivered by 

Lorenzo Chelucci, +43 664 2008673, https://fundamentum.it, 

office@fundamentum.it  

Krischan’s Party Service: Full Service Catering, also for weddings, as well 

as classical bread rolls and buffets, Michael Krischan, +43 676 5048750, 

www.pension-krischan.at 

For larger events, especially weddings and parties we recommend 

Sonnleiten Catering, +43 5288 723 78, www.tirol-catering.at 

 

 

 

http://www.riedhart.at/
http://dorfhaus-steinberg.at/
https://fundamentum.it/
mailto:office@fundamentum.it
http://www.pension-krischan.at/
http://www.tirol-catering.at/
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Bread roll-service ***SUPER-NEW*** with timely request (2-3 days in advance) bakery 

Adler is delivering their valuable bread and pastries every day (except 

Sundays and holidays) directly and fresh to Mesnerhof-C (service is 

depending on time table of public bus), +43 5246/6202, adlerbeck@aon.at, 

www.adler-brot.at 

Rent a chef / Chef 

in Residence 

***SUPER*** Our Italo-Tyrolean Lorenzo Chelucci offers caterings, 

tastings and cooking classes as well as bespoke “Chef in Residence” services 

+43 664 2008673, https://fundamentum.it, office@fundamentum.it  

***SUPER*** Tyrolese Karin Egger from Eggplanet is cooking for and/or 

with the guests at Mesnerhof-C. Seasonal, regional and with a suitable 

concepts for your event at all times, +49-179-210 84 82, office@eggplanet.de 

Pizza-Service Sometimes it’s time for Pizza & Co from a genuine Italian, Beretta, 

Achenkirch 503, delivery https://www.lieferservice.at/beretta, take-away 

via +43 5246 20243 

 

RESTAURANTS 
In Steinberg 

(walking 

distance) 

Dorfhaus Steinberg: located right next to Mesnerhof-C, the timber 

construction was planned by famous architect Bernardo Bader, simple 

village restaurant room for 60 people, large hall for up to 100 persons (thus 

most suitable for weddings etc.). Down-to-earth Tyrolese menue, advance 

booking is recommended for more than 5 persons, Michi Huber, +43 676 

4771314, http://dorfhaus-steinberg.at, huber.michi@hotmail.com  

Waldhäusl: delicate cuisine and cozy Tyrolean ambience. Greetings to the 

landlord and landlady Alex & Robi (attention: usually closed Mondays and 

Tuesdays, dinner until 8 p.m.), +43 5248 206, 

www.tiscover.at/haus.waldhaeusl 

Silberwaldhütte: Cozy ambience directly at the skiing lift, a walk of approx. 

15 min. from Mesnerhof-C. Open during winter season and on selected 

dates during summer. We recommend to contact the Moser family in 

advance, +43 5248 26622, 

https://www.achensee.com/adressen/silberwaldhuette  

 

 

 

mailto:adlerbeck@aon.at
http://www.adler-brot.at/
https://fundamentum.it/
mailto:office@fundamentum.it
mailto:office@eggplanet.de
https://www.lieferservice.at/beretta
http://dorfhaus-steinberg.at/
mailto:huber.michi@hotmail.com
http://www.tiscover.at/haus.waldhaeusl
https://www.achensee.com/adressen/silberwaldhuette
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Schönjochalm: You can reach this peaceful alpine cabin within approx. 1,5 

hours along a comfortable hiking trail. You can enjoy unpretentious food 

like “Pressknödel”. ***SUPER*** Larger groups of Mesnerhof-C guests 

contact Lena and make an appointment without long waiting times, +43 

650 240 6737, https://www.achensee.com/adressen/schoenjochalm  

Enteralm: small, simple alpine cottage, approx. 2 hours hike from 

Mesnerhof-C, wonderful views of the Rofan mountains, family Thumer, 

+43 5248 259, enterhof@aon.at, 

https://www.achensee.com/adressen/enter-alm  

In Achenkirch Genießerwirtshaus und Gourmetstüberl Alpin in Achenkirch: Both down-

to-earth and affordable top level cuisine, creative food consisting of regional 

products, +43 5246 6800, www.geniesserwirtshaus-alpin.at 

Martin´s Bistro in Achenkirch, house number 364: Excellent fish dishes 

from in-house breeding, especially recommended the "Steckerlfisch", closed 

on Wednesdays and Thursdays, +43 5246 20116, 

https://martinsbistrorestaurantamteich.jimdofree.com  

Beretta Italia: for those who are craving for a passable Italian cuisine in the 

area has come to the right place at: +43 5246 20243, www.hotel-beretta.com  

 

ACCOMODATION IN STEINBERG 
Holiday flat 

nearby  

Holiday flat that belongs to Georg’s Mum, as well within a farm house, 

***SUPER*** nearby for up to 5 persons 

https://www.tiscover.com/at/unterkuenfte/anna-gasteiger-ferienwohnung-

steinberg-am-rofan, direct contact fam.gasteiger@gmx.at, +43 664 5314083 

Tirol-Pension Approx. 1,4 km or 18 min. walk from Mesnerhof-C there’s the cosy 

Waldhäusl, 5 vintage alpine 2-bed-rooms in Tyrolese style, optionally with 

breakfast, +43 5248 206, www.tiscover.at/haus.waldhaeusl 

Holiday flats of 

Mirjam 

***SUPER-NEW from spring 2020 *** Mirjam, Co-Host at Mesnerhof-C, 

offers 3 nature-apartments in the middle of the woods together with her 

husband Christoph. Including a broad offer for healthfulness, inquiries to 

Mirjam Moser, +43 676 9351357, info@naturetouch.at 

https://www.achensee.com/adressen/schoenjochalm
mailto:enterhof@aon.at
https://martinsbistrorestaurantamteich.jimdofree.com/
http://www.hotel-beretta.com/
https://www.tiscover.com/at/unterkuenfte/anna-gasteiger-ferienwohnung-steinberg-am-rofan
https://www.tiscover.com/at/unterkuenfte/anna-gasteiger-ferienwohnung-steinberg-am-rofan
mailto:fam.gasteiger@gmx.at
http://www.tiscover.at/haus.waldhaeusl
mailto:info@naturetouch.at
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BODY & SOUL  
Beauty in 

Steinberg 

***SUPER-NEW*** Allow yourself some moments of beauty and 

relaxation at HAUTNAH Cosmetics, professional treatments for his-and-

her, only 1 min. from Mesnerhof-C. Prior appointment with Eva, +43 664 

38 43 211, studio@hautnah-cosmetics.com, www.hautnah-cosmetics.com 

Massages A broad variety of pleasant and healthy massages are offered by Christoph 

Moser ***SUPER*** by request also at Mesnerhof-C, info@naturetouch.at, 

+43 676 935 13 57  

Sauna & water Huge and spectacular: the newly opened Atoll Achensee is the hotspot for 

swimming, sauna, enjoying, relaxing and sports on 50.000 m² in Maurach, 

approx. 25 min. from Mesnerhof-C, www.atoll-achensee.com  

Small and hidden: at Kräuterhüttl Achensee Susi Pfister is offering nature 

for everybody, amongst others herbage & Swiss stone pine massages, 

natural peelings and other treatments, yoga at the lake, ***SUPER*** sauna 

with min. 4 persons on request, www.pfister-schwarzenauer.at 

(Folk) Music Relaxed background music at Mesnerhof-C by „Die Stoaberger 

Stubnmusig“ +43 5248 243 or +43 676 579097  

A bit more proper and younger music is performed by the really cool „Zwoa 

Unterberger“, Matthias Lengauer, +43 664 5226932  

 

  

mailto:studio@hautnah-cosmetics.com
http://www.hautnah-cosmetics.com/
mailto:info@naturetouch.at
http://www.atoll-achensee.com/
http://www.pfister-schwarzenauer.at/
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TEAM ACTIVITIES  
Retreats from the 

Full-Service 

Agentur  

***SUPER*** The Berg & Macher team knows Mesnerhof-C like the back 

of their hands and offers workshops for teams for orientation and 

development of team competencies for the 21st century. If you’re looking 

for trainers, facilitators, moderators or companions for transformation, just 

contact Kim Wlach,+49 173 3182473 l, kim.wlach@berg-macher.com  

Outdoor Guides Conni and Christian from Steinberg offer hiking tours, climbing courses, 

alpine tours, snow shoe tours and outdoor company events. ***SUPER*** 

Mesnerhof-C guest can rent snow shoes only. Alpincenter Rofan, +43 677 

62 62318856, info@alpincenter-rofan.at  

Christoph Moser from Steinberg offers summer and winter hikes, 

mountain bike tours, Nordic walking, running training as well as mobile 

rope trainings and group-dynamic processes, +43 676 9351357, 

info@naturetouch.at 

Jeep trophys, canyoning, high ropes course action, raft construction and 

much more, TeamXperience Tirol, +49 16242087 40, www.team-

event.tirol 

Standup-Paddle classes and rent at Achensee, herbage tours, mountain bike 

and motorcycle tours are offered by Saskia, named Bergbaronin, +43 664 

1368605, saskia@bergbaronin.at 

Indoor, Fitness & 

Yoga 

Functional fitness, crossfit, martial fitness stretching, cross yoga and 

relaxation training like Qi Gong are offered by Christoph Moser, 

info@naturetouch.at, +43 676 935 13 57 

Measures for health-conscious companies and corporate fitness are offered 

by Oliver Schug and his team from 2inn1 Gesundheitsmanagement, 

info@2inn1.de, www.2inn1.de, +49 176 56314188 

Sleds in Steinberg Waldhäusl innkeeper at the entrance to Steinberg’s sled run is renting sleds 

***SUPER*** Mesnerhof-C guests get a special price, advance booking 

with Robi, +43 5248 206 

***SUPER*** approx. 20 „Zipflbobs“ are available for free at Mesnerhof-C 

(use at your own risk 😉)  

Stock sport in 

Steinberg 

Really retro – stock sport on ice as well as in summer next to the 

Silberwaldhütte. ***SUPER*** If your stop by at the alpin cabin for some 

food or drinks you get a refund on parts of the fee, family Moser +43 5248 

26622  

mailto:kim.wlach@berg-macher.com
mailto:info@alpincenter-rofan.at
mailto:info@naturetouch.at
http://www.team-event.tirol/
http://www.team-event.tirol/
mailto:saskia@bergbaronin.at
mailto:info@naturetouch.at
mailto:info@2inn1.de
http://www.2inn1.de/
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Bread baking 

courses for teams 

***SUPER*** master baker Alex introduces you into the craft of bread 

baking in his bakery: material, grinding flours, dough preparation, 

dispersing and shaping, baking methods, baking, tasting. Course length 4-5 

hours, min. 6 persons, bakery Adler, Achenkirch 372, adlerbeck@aon.at, 

+43 5246/6202  

 

INFORMATION PORTALS 
Achensee The information portal with complete winter and summer offerings in the 

Achensee region as well as events, shops, restaurant and other 

infrastructures. Achensee Tourismus, Achenseestraße 63, 6212 Maurach am 

Achensee Tel.: +43(59)5300-0, www.achensee.com  

Especially for planning hikes and tours we recommend the interactive map 

maps.achensee.com  

Tyrol Sightseeing, cultural and sport events and many more actual events 

throughout Tyrol can be found at 

https://www.tirol.at/reisefuehrer/veranstaltungen/events  

 

TAXI & BUS 
Airport taxi & 

region Achensee 

Transfer to surrounding airports and train station Jenbach respectively Taxi 

drives in the region are offered by Taxi Kröll www.taxikroell.com or Taxi 

OK www.jenbach.taxi  

Bus charter A relaxed alternative for larger groups is a journey with a coach e.g. with 

www.lanzinger-busreisen.at or https://charter.flixbus.com/ - parking spot 

for busses available on request  

 

  

mailto:adlerbeck@aon.at
http://www.achensee.com/
http://maps.achensee.com/
https://www.tirol.at/reisefuehrer/veranstaltungen/events
http://www.taxikroell.com/
http://www.jenbach.taxi/
http://www.lanzinger-busreisen.at/
https://charter.flixbus.com/
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IMPORTANT CONTACTS 
Host Georg Gasteiger, (almost) always reachable, +43 699 1008804, 

gg@mesnerhof-c.at  

Housekeeping, 

Check-In/-Out 

Viktoria Haas, your contact person on the spot, +43 680 1340290 

Information on 

arrival  

Mirjam Moser, is at your disposal for questions and requests prior to your 

arrival, incoming@mesnerhof-c.at, +43 676 9351357  

Building services Konrad Moser, the man for heating, electrical, sanitary and repairs of all 

kind, reachable via Mirjam Moser  

Neighbourly help Anna Gasteiger, Georg’s mother, lives 80m below in a farm house (house 

number 205). Good address, if you run out of something or anything is 

missing in the kitchen. Just knock. 

Emergency 

services 

Firefighters:  122 

Rescue: 144 

Police: 133 

Mountain rescue: 140 

Village doctor:  +43 5246 6219 (Dr. Stefan Hofmann in Achenkirch 118b)  

 

 

mailto:gg@mesnerhof-c.at
mailto:incoming@mesnerhof-c.at

